I'm An Avenue Q Groupie!

An exclusive first look behind the scenes of the popular Broadway musical. With its cast of furry puppets, its shockingly politically incorrect lyrics, and its hilarious upending of children’s television, Avenue Q took Broadway by storm. The New York Times declared it a breakthrough musical, and after a two-year run, the Golden Theater is still selling out eight shows a week. Its success is not limited to the Great White Way, however: This summer, the cast will be swearing, drinking, and ennui-ing their way across the country. As smart, risqué, and downright entertaining as the show itself, Avenue Q is a must-have companion book. In addition to the complete Tony Award–winning book and songs (perfect for those who can't get enough of the lyrics to It Sucks to Be Me), Avenue Q is packed with exclusive interviews with the cast and creatures, and features puzzles, connect-the-dots, and other educational activities to prepare readers for life after college. With a distinctive cover and chock-full of gorgeous
photography and original illustrations, Avenue Q is a jam-packed thrill ride of a book.

Features:
* ISBN13: 9781401302986
* Condition: USED - VERY GOOD
* Notes:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

Personal Review: Avenue Q by Zachary Pincus-Roth (Text And Interviews)
The only problem I've had with this book is that when I went to grab it out of its delivery box..a chunk of orange fur came off onto my hand...Yes like all the other reviews warned this thing sheds like crazy. Following the advice of another reviewer I sprayed it with Hairspray & it hasn't shed since. I would highly recommend doing this if you don't want to be picking fur out of your food & off your clothes days after getting this. (: After I sprayed it I had absolutley no problem with it. I ruffled the fur up a bit (before I sprayed it) so it has a nice wild effect to it as well. (: Its brightly coloured & set up just like a childrens book ready to teach you the likes of 'Adult Emotions' (Depression, lust...) & New Words (Self Medication..)! Yaaaay!
Its jammed packed with everything you'd want to know about the show. With info on every character, the FULL script (incl, the songs & cut out scenes & songs, too), how they came up with the idea of the show, why the puppets are a cetain color, etc,
You get everyone who is involved in the show's opinions.
I'm a huge John Tartaglia fan & just loved how he described himself as being completely like Rod before he admitted he was gay.
Its a wonderful book for a wonderful musical.
*Be aware though if you live in a house were theres kids...and they can read don't let them near it, the bad idea bears are in the book & on random pages giving 'good advice' (Example: "Smoking keeps you skinny!")*
Have fun!
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